Mission Statement

Association of federal agencies, academic and nonprofit research institutions, and research policy organizations that work together in a collaborative initiative to streamline the administration of federally sponsored research
Transitions

**NASA Shared Services Center (NSSC)**
- Office of the Chief Financial Officer (OCFO)

**NASA Earth and Space Science Fellowship (NESSF)**
- Future Investigators in NASA Earth and Space Science and Technology (FINESST)

**NNH19ZDA005K**
2018 Farm Bill

Applies to new award beginning 12/21/2018

- Program and Match requirements updated
  - NIFA exception to land grant institutions removed
    https://nifa.usda.gov/matching-requirement

- Indirect Cost Limitations
  - 30% cap on Total Federal Funds Award
    This is not a rate!
    https://nifa.usda.gov/resource/indirect-cost-chart
Reminder

May 2018 Chief of Naval Research memo
- Twenty-four (24) months of funding and annually thereafter
  or
- Twelve (12) months and then a subsequent 24 month increment

Continue to spend on these grants!!!
Draft Proposal & Award Policies & Procedures Guide

Draft of the January 2020 available for comment via Federal Register
- NSF accepting comments until July 29, 2019
NSF-approved template for Biosketches
- Science Experts Network Curriculum Vitae (SciENcv)
Current and Pending Support
- New proposed revisions to improve clarity but is not a change in policy
Update to the NIH/AHRQ/NIOSH Policy on Post-Submission Materials

NOT-OD-19-083

- For Training Grants submitted on or after May 25, 2019, a list of publications up to three pages in length will be accepted.

Future change to NIH institutional Training Grant applications

- Signed letter of institutional commitment to ensure proper policies, procedures, and oversight to prevent discriminatory harassment will be part of the institutional profile instead of in the grant application.
Any Questions?

Contact Information

Jim Fong, Assistant Director
Phone: 310-794-0608
Email: jim.fong@research.ucla.edu